
 

 

 

Designated for instant grinding (fresh coffee) of 
decaffeinated or gourmet coffee for catering and home 
use. Option of making 1 or 2 cups or continuous operation. 

  
Motor power (w): 250 
RPM:  1100 
ø Grinding disc (in/mm):  2.3/58 
Production (lb-h/kg-h): 11-15/5-7 
Hopper capacity (lb/kg): 0.6/275  
Height x width x depth
(in/mm): 16.5x6.5x12/420x165x305
 
  

 

 
Easy clearing

dispensing chute 
Single, double or 

continuous doping systems
Stepless grind

adjustment 
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Compak K3 Touch Polished  Doserless coffee grinder in Polished Aluminum 

Quality Commercial Features, Reliability and design. Finally a doserless coffee grinder with timer that not only 
looks astonishing rated best in its class. 
Any feature that most discriminating barista has on his coffee grinder wish list is here. 

Introducing the whole new state of the art commercial grade Compak k-3 Touch. All the qualities of high end 
commercial coffee grinder plus "doserless" with "Timer". The Compak K3 grinder is built for life. It comes with 
58mm hardened steel burrs, Super hand polished aluminum body, Timer for single shot and double 
shot, continuous grind option and stepless super fine range grind adjustment. The perfect size and performance 
prosumer coffee grinder and a perfect match for any prosumer commercial grade espresso machine. 

Features and Benefits:
 

Compak k3 has a solid construction of heavy die cast aluminum hand polished for bright finish.
Compak K-3 coffee grinder has 58mm diameter flat burrs, made in Italy. This burrs are considered the highest 

quality in the industry. The wider the diameter is, the faster it is with minimum heat and longer life span.
ETL Certified. ETL certification ensure the use of highest quality commercial components for product safety 

qualifications. Meeting ETL inspection standards and requirements ensure that the product internal 
components are indeed commercial grade suitable for commercial environment.  

Direct Drive 250 watt quiet motor with super system for controlled speed of low 1100 RPM provide maximum 
prevention of grounds heating, perfect for espresso coffee grinding.

New technology timer can be adjusted to grind for 1 dose, 2 dose and continuous grind.
Compak K3 Touch has a stepless grind adjustment for superior precision grinding level. 

An adjustment wheel and handle are used for easy stepless adjustment. Note: It is 
recommended to adjust grind level only when the grinder is running.

The k3 coffee grinder from Compak includes a shorter bean hopper in clear plastic with 
cool design so it can easily fit under most standard height kitchen cabinets. It can 
contain up to 270 grams of coffee beans.

Ever wanted to switch blends? Compak K3 has a small plastic door for easy 
replacement of coffee beans without the need of grinding all the remaining beans in the bean hopper. Nice 
feature that is handy when you want to clean the grinder burrs or just replace to a different coffee blend. 

Easy to clean chute with great precision. No more coffee grounds decorating the countertop... It also has a 
spring mechanism so you can shake any ground coffee remains out of the chute with ease.

Dimensions:  H x W x D - 42 x 16.5 x 30.5 cm.  
Weight: 9.1 kgs. 
urnex Grindz recommended for cleaning the burrs of any Compak Grinders. 

 

 

58 mm flat burrs Mini-hopper 
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